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BONuS12 at CLAS12

BONuS12 will measure protons between 70 MeV/c and 150 MeV/c over a large polar angular 
range up to 170º in coincidence with scattered electrons to study the neutron structure function. 

CLAS12 forward detectors will detect 
the scattered electrons.
A new detector is needed to detect 
recoil protons below 100 MeV/c.

CLAS12 Central tracker

Threshold 
above 150 
MeV/c for 
protons
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 Particle rate: 5 MHz
 Trigger rate: 2 kHz
 Separate protons
 3 mm vertex resolution in z (beam axis)
 σp = 10% at 100 MeV/c
 Be ready to run at the beginning of 2019

Other BONuS12 detector requirements:
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Which detector do we need?

Choice to use a Radial Time Projection Chamber (RTPC) with triple GEM amplification

Improvements from previous detectors: higher resolution (larger drift region, smaller 
pads), much higher luminosity due to advanced DAQ system, larger angular acceptance 
(double as long and nearly no dead region in phi), GEM foil produced by CERN

Advantages:
 Momentum threshold around 70 MeV/c
 Reduced quantity of material in the 

forward part
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Similar detectors used in previous CLAS experiments at 6 GeV: BONuS, EG6
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GEM foils

CAD view of one GEM foil

 Each GEM foil has different width 
to adapt to different radius (+ 3 
mm)

 About 30 ordered at CERN
 One HV sector on one side
 16 HV sectors on the other side 

(avoid material in the forward part)
 Largest active area: 400 x 472 mm2
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HV connector tab
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RTPC read out board

View of the readout board

180 rows, 96 columns for a total of 17280 pads
Each pad covers 4 mm in z and 2º in ȹ (~2.7 mm)
Each row shifted by 1 mm (1/4 pad length) in z from the next
3 mm dead space (<3º in ȹ)
Read out by DREAM electronics
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RTPC read out electronics

DREAM electronics developed for the 
Micromegas of CLAS12

BONuS12 will use DREAM electronics

 512 cells/channel
 Low noise
 Analogue multiplexed output
 Latency up to 16μs

  Already available on site
  Firmware will be updated by Saclay collaborators to increase 

number of samples to cover full 5 µs drift time
  Test bench working at Old Dominion University
  BONuS12 will use available FEU and signal cables
  Adaptation board to protect the electronics from overcurrent
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RTPC adaptation board

The electronics used by the Micromegas is not protected from overcurrent 
and too far from our detector => adaptation boards

 One adaptation board will cover 4 rows of 192 
pads and connect to 6, 64 channels signal cables

 45 boards will be necessary
 Include the protection circuit for each channel
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Gluing of the GEM foils
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Gluing with 3 mm overlap
Vacuum bag technique for curing process

Gluing test (Hampton University)
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RTPC assembly

Mounting the RTPC
 GEM mounted then glued on a chamfer
 Chamfer radius is decreased
 GEM foil is slided away from the chamfer
 Vertically mounted on the UpStream end 
plate
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RTPC-DREAM test bench

Test bench at ODU

Adaptation board
prototype

Radioactive source

✔ Ability to use 
DREAM with a 
RTPC

✔ Signal length 
on pads
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RTPC-DREAM test bench
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Ar/CO2 (80/20)
 4 mm gap between last GEM foil 

and readout pad
 Internal trigger
 First signal for DREAM + RTPC
 Signal spread over 680 ns
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RTPC simulation

Garfield++/Magboltz does not allow two cylinders geometry
  => finite element analysis to evaluate the electric field in the drift regions
       free FEM software used: Gmsh and Elmer
       then load it in Garfield++

Possibility to study edge effects with 
Paraview

configuration with no field cage on the end plate
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RTPC simulation
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Magboltz/Garfield++ results

Drift time for different gas mixtures and 
electric field configurations Drift time as a function of the drift angle

(He/CO2)

He/CO2 chosen as it is light, as a low drift time and is non-flammable
(80/20) to keep linear correlation between drift time and drift angle

60/40
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RTPC simulation
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Simulated resolutions taking into account:
 Drift of the electrons
 Dispersion of the drift
 Pad size
 Transfer gaps between GEM foils

Resolutions expected wiith 
electronics behavior implemented: 
 ~ 4 mm in z
 ~ 1.2 degree in phi
 ~ 0.8 mm in R
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Conclusions

 build a 3rd generation RTPC

 run in 2019 with CLAS12 at JLab

 have less than 3º of dead area in φ

 acquire data with DREAM electronics

 use He/CO2 as it is light, fast and non-flammable

Status of the BONuS12 
Radial Time Projection Chamber
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BONuS12 will:
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